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2.7.1 Intellectual Merit and Impact
FREEDM System is proposed as a reliable and resilient future grid architecture that must also support
multiple islanding modes of operation. Robust controllability, flexibility of operation, reliability, and lower
operating cost have been the major driving factors in conceiving the power electronics based FREEDM
power distribution system. To achieve such performance, modeling and controls play a key role in the
FREEDM system. The controls are implemented in a hierarchical manner starting from local power
converter controls to primary to secondary, and to tertiary levels. The primary controls are responsible for
power sharing among multiple sources, while secondary and tertiary controls are for retaining nominal
operation through energy management and economic optimization. The FREEDM system intelligent power
management (IPM) controls (voltage and frequency regulation) have been developed in a distributed and
autonomous way to meet the fast regulation requirement. The intelligent energy management (IEM)
algorithms developed deliver the set-points of intelligent power management (IPM) controllers for energy
management of the FREEDM devices. Integration of control with protection allows the FREEDM System in
transforming the legacy distribution system with centralized control and decoupled protection to a
distributed power and energy managed resilient system.
FREEDM system modeling, control and stability issues are very much similar in microgrids and other
networked power electronics systems. Modeling is difficult and tedious as all these power electronic
systems are non-linear, hybrid, and multivariable system. The control challenges are immense both due
to interaction among the power electronics converters and the intermittency of the renewables. Stability
issues exist from the lowest level to the highest level as the control loops’ timescales increases from 1ms
to few seconds and the corresponding instability oscillation frequency decreases from kHz to Hz. As the
power electronic converters are actively controlled units, they introduce highly nonlinear and time varying
dynamics and the interaction among different units may lead to instability in interconnected systems. A
system with multiple power electronics converters is bound to be affected by the faster switching surge
dynamics to slower frequency control both qualitatively (novel dynamics) and quantitatively (many more
components). The demand and desire is to make these intelligent power electronic converters plug-andplay type, and in a network, the control algorithms at different levels are to provide for automated and robust
power, energy and fault management. FREEDM SMC developed models and control algorithms advance
the technology for all networked power electronic systems.
The major achievements for the SMC thrust are:
• The formulation and implementation of an energy pricing method for the FREEDM system.
• The development of a Large Scale System Simulation (LSSS) test bed.
• Implementing robustness in the control systems design.
• Implementing distributed control of the FREEDM system, and testing of that control on a large
system.
• An end-to-end comprehensive mathematical FREEDM system model built into the LSSS testbed.

•
•
•
•

Defining feasibility bounds through physical and switching parameters’ analytical relationships.
Developed power sharing methodology among neighboring SSTs using node currents or voltages.
A structure and platform for distributed IPM controller for multi-SST FREEDM system.
A predictive current control method for local controllers verified with passivity based stability
analysis.

2.7.2 Technical Approach
The primary objective of the SMC thrust has been to produce a framework for the design and analysis of
all necessary controls in the system, including stability, and power, energy and fault managements. In
addition, fundamental power and energy management control algorithms have been developed in the SMC
thrust. The SMC thrust researchers focused on building up the large scale system simulation (LSSS)
testbed in the early years of the center, and then improving it over the years while developing the power,
energy and fault management algorithms for the FREEDM power distribution system. System feasibility
and stability analysis became the critical focus in later years where distributed control algorithms satisfying
the power balance requirements in the system were developed. Nonlinear distributed control methods for
intelligent power and energy management in a feasible system domain were developed in the final year.
FREEDM system is a non-linear, hybrid, multivariable system, and hence, has its unique challenges for
modeling, monitoring, and controls. A FREEDM system is bound to be affected by the faster switching
surge dynamics to slower frequency control both qualitatively (novel dynamics) and quantitatively (many
more components). The stability analysis of large FREEDM system involving many fast responding power
electronics based devices, and distributed and varying load, generation and storage thus remain a
challenge for the system controls. A similar situation exists in general state-of-art microgrid research.
The SMC thrust researchers developed power and energy management control algorithms with both
distributed and decentralized schemes. Decentralized schemes make use of the distributed nature of
FREEDM’s distributed grid intelligence (DGI) in order to facilitate actual implementation, and thus achieve
the main benefits of decentralized control. Power and energy management control algorithms developed
by the Center over the years are the Incremental Cost Consensus (ICC) Algorithm, volt-var control,
Cooperative Distributed Energy Scheduling (CoDES), Master-slave, and Lyapunov based nonlinear power
management control. In later years, a comprehensive FREEDM system model that incorporated all the
system and switching nonlinearities were developed that enabled system equilibrium point analysis based
on fundamental science. Power sharing methods and nonlinear power management controllers for the
solid-state transformers based power distribution systems were developed in the final years of the program.
Power and energy management control algorithms developed were incorporated into the DGI/RSC to study
and analyze the integration and interaction of distributed control algorithm in the DGI/RSC platform. The
algorithms were evaluated in HIL and GEH testbeds to analyze the effect of packet loss on the distributed
control algorithm, to analyze the effect of different sampling rate using MATLAB/Simulink based simulator,
to assess the performance of synchronous and asynchronous distributed control algorithms, and to quantify
the effect of packet routing on the performance of distributed control algorithms.
Failure modes for the FREEDM energy and power management controls have also been identified and
rank ordered to the probability of occurrence. The probability of occurrence was estimated from statistical
System Average Interruption Duration Indices (SAIDI), System Average Interruption Frequency Indices
(SAIFI), discussion with the designers of the solid state transformer and conferral with power electronic
experts, conferral with power system communication experts, and rank ordering the geographic extent of
subsystems.

2.7.3 Unique Approaches:
2.7.3.1 Comprehensive System Modeling and Coupling with LSSS Testbed
The SMC thrust developed a physics based comprehensive state-space based dynamic model of the
FREEDM system considering the nonlinear dynamic characteristics of its components that comprises of

multiple solid-state transformers (SSTs), and load, generation, and storage connected to each SST in a
distributed network. A physics based 70th-order state-space average model is first developed considering
the physical and controller properties of a single-SST FREEDM system along with its distribution
components [1]. This fundamental model is then extended to build a multi-SST FREEDM system for
feasibility and dynamics behavior analysis of the entire system, which is essential to ensure system power
balance. The full average model with multiple SSTs has been incorporated in an IEEE 34 bus distribution
testbed for a scaled analysis of the system. The end-to-end comprehensive mathematical model has been
developed capturing all the nonlinear, and sometimes non-smooth, dynamic phenomena triggered by
different types of switching command, and disturbances within a FREEDM system. This representative
system is shown in Fig. 1 where each of the DC and AC microgrids comprise of load, generation and
storage. For system level studies, reduced-order models have been developed applying model reduction
techniques to reduce the complexity and order of the model; the reduced order models were validated
against high-fidelity simulation models and experimental results. The reduced-order models include both
large signal state space models as well as linearized models at operation points for small signal analysis.
The feasibility analysis of single and multiple SST based FREEDM power distribution system lends itself to
IPM controller development and system stability analysis has been carried out. Analytical relationships
between physical parameters and feasible operational range were developed based on the model. The
models are based on the dq representations of the variables of both the three-phase as well as the singlephase segments of the system. The fundamental research carried out provides a convincing framework for
the design and analysis of all necessary controls in the system, including stability, and power, energy and
fault managements.
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Fig. 1: Grid connected multi-SST FREEDM power distribution system.

The large scale system simulation (LSSS) testbed whose development started at the fundamental plane in
the early years of the center was later used by the SMC thrust to validate and evaluate their state-space
model of the SST based FREEDM power distribution system in a scalable platform. The nonlinear
fundamental dynamics model of the SST with the energy cell have been incorporated into the LSSS model
built in the PSCAD platform to address scalability and evaluate the FREEDM system feasibility constraints,
dynamic stability, and controller performance. The testbed has 40 single-phase SSTs placed in different
phase nodes of the feeders as shown in Fig. 2. Each node of the network consists of the average model of
SST with energy cells as shown in node 810. The system distributed generator, energy storage, and SSTs
are based on the average models. In this LSSS testbed, only PV DRER is considered. The LSSS testbed
enhanced with the SST and energy cell dynamics serves as the high fidelity model to verify the feasibility
bound obtained from the theoretical analysis. It has been found out that the feeder, which is farthest from
the grid, suffers infeasibility due to voltage drops in the network [2]. As the voltage level decreases at distant
nodes, the maximum current that can be drawn by the DAB stage exceeds the limits forcing the SST to
enter an infeasible operating region.

In the FREEDM controls framework, each controller will have: (1) Local Controller, and (2) Global Controller.
The local controllers for the FREEDM system components are designed for speed of response and use
faster feedback control loops for instantaneous power balancing functions; the local component is without
communications. The contextual global controller is enabled by communications that operates with
specified communications requirements (expressed for example in Mb/s). The requirements for load voltage
control and local generation by power electronic circuits including the SST using the local controllers is well
understood, but system modeling with wide separation of time constants among the subsystems is the more
challenging aspect. Designing the global controllers satisfying system stability requirements is the
challenging part.
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Fig. 2: LSSS testbed with FREEDM dynamic model incorporated at 40 nodes.
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Fig. 3: Controller interactions in a FREEDM system.

In the control hierarchy for the FREEDM system, shown in Fig. 3, global controllers in the IEM layers provide
the power reference commands, while local controllers in each FREEDM system will maintain the voltage
and frequency at its desired level. An example scenario of IPM and IEM interaction with respect to load
changes is shown in Fig. 3. The IPM layer is responsible for regulating the input current of each SST system
such that the system operates within feasible and stable regions in the grid-connected mode. In the islanded
mode, a master SST will be responsible for maintaining the high-voltage bus while the other slave SSTs
will operate in the current controlled mode. The IEM layer is responsible for providing set-points based on
the distributed renewable energy resources (DRER) and distributed energy storage devices (DESD)
available in the system, weather forecast data, economic constraints, and feedback from power levels of
energy cells in the system. The responsibility of the IPM layer is to establish the IEM requests respecting
the physical constraints and dynamics, and at times overriding IEM commands, to ensure system feasibility
and stability.

2.7.3.2 Pricing and Control in the Next Generation Power Distribution System
Smart grid technologies such as the FREEDM system are gaining acceptance and are being integrated
into power distribution systems as a result of public and private investment and funding. However, costs of
these technologies appear to be a clear obstacle in the widespread integration and maximal use of these
technologies. Method for the utilization of dollar pricing signals has been developed and illustrated for power
distribution engineering [3,4,5]. A signal modeled after locational marginal pricing from transmission
engineering is proposed to provide pricing data locally in distribution systems. The calculation, utilization,
advantages, and shortcomings of the concept are presented. A main conclusion is that the use of a
distribution locational marginal price signal fits well with an electronically controlled power distribution
system.

2.7.3.3 Cyber security in the Smart Grid
The integration of advanced computing and communication technologies is expected to greatly enhance
efficiency and reliability of the FREEDM power distribution system which is the future power systems with
renewable energy resources as well as with distributed intelligence and demand response. Along with the
silent features of the scaled FREEDM system, cyber security emerges to be a critical issue because millions
of electronic devices are inter-connected via communication networks throughout critical power facilities,
which has an immediate impact on reliability of such a widespread infrastructure. The FREEDM system is
a key enabler for the future smart grid and the FREEDM researchers conducted a comprehensive survey
of cyber security issues for the smart grid. Security requirements, network vulnerabilities, attack
countermeasures, secure communication protocols and architectures in the smart grid were reviewed in
the early years of the FREEDM center activities. A deep understanding of security vulnerabilities and
solutions in the smart grid were developed to shed light on research directions for smart grid security [6,7,8].
The initial work led to incorporating security aspects at both the algorithm levels for power, energy and fault
management, and in the physical component and system configurations.

2.7.3.4 Real-Time Energy Dispatch
An offline Cooperative Distributed Energy Scheduling (CoDES) control algorithm has been developed to
calculate the charging/discharging schedules of the DESDs in a FREEDM system in order to minimize the
total electricity bill of the system for a certain time period (e.g., 24 hours) in a distributed manner using dayahead forecast profile [9,10,11]. The system framework of integration of CoDES and Load Balancing
algorithms is shown in Fig. 4. In the CoDES algorithm, each SST is modeled as an agent with an embedded

controller which has access to the information of connected local devices. The agents also form a
communications network to exchange information with each other. These communication linkages are
established by the distributed DGI processes controlling the FREEDM system. By utilizing the primal-dual
gradient descent method and consensus algorithm, the CoDES algorithm is able to solve the optimization
problem in a distributed fashion as long as the communication network formed by the agents is connected.
When the system approaches real-time operation, the actual device status might deviate from the forecast
profiles. In order to handle this mismatch, the Load Balancing algorithm is utilized. The two different control
time frameworks correspond to the day-ahead and real-time energy market, respectively. The (CoDES)
control algorithm has been integrated with the DGI and its performance has been evaluated on the HIL-TB.
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Figure 4 - CoDES real-time operation with DGI Load Balancing algorithm

2.7.4 Scientific Breakthroughs:
2.7.4.1 Equilibrium Point Analysis and Power Sharing Methods for Solid-State Transformer
Driven Distribution Systems
The feasible equilibria of operation of distribution level power system models interfaced with solid-state
transformers (SST) have been analyzed and presented through a set of analytical relationships [12]. The
active and reactive power balances in the SST are realized through control of power electronic converters
with appropriate choices for voltage and current setpoints. These setpoints parameterize the nonlinear
model of the SST. Therefore, choosing them appropriately in sync with the generation and load profiles in
the system is critical for maintaining a feasible equilibrium. These equilibrium sets are derived by first
considering a fundamental physics-based model of a single-SST system, and thereafter, by extending them
to systems with multiple SSTs connected to a radial distribution feeder. Power sharing methods are
developed by which multiple SSTs can share a given change in load by generating an appropriate set of
feasible setpoints for their input stage rectifiers. A control architecture has been proposed for executing
these load-sharing methods for both instantaneous and predictive load commands. The algorithms were
verified by simulations on a representative distribution test system with nine SSTs.

2.7.4.2 Nonlinear Power Management Distributed Controls for Intelligent Power Management
with Moving Equilibria

The activity focused on the feasibility analysis and subsequently global controller design based on the
comprehensive model for a multi-SST FREEDM system. Feasibility analysis of the FREEDM system is
essential to answer the maximum net power capability that the system can handle. Once the feasibility
bounds are known, the system parameters can be designed accordingly to provide the required power flow
and energy exchange flexibility. The developed feasibility bounds can then be used to determine the
operational range based on the different loading conditions and then, methods have been developed to
expand the operational range. Derived results have been utilized for the development of the power sharing
methods in the multi-SST FREEDM system to maintain the feasibility of the total system.
When multiple SST systems are connected together, a power flow solution is required to find the input
current (and input node voltage) of each SST maintaining the feasibility constraints of the system. Besides
maintaining the constraint at each time interval from the energy management controller (IEM), feasibility
has to be maintained when there is a change in the load of any of the SSTs in between the time intervals
of IEM command. Two different methods were developed based on power sharing among neighboring
SSTs to maintain feasibility which was validated using simulations on a radial 9-bus distribution feeder
model containing a total of 9 SSTs, one at each bus. The tie-line impedances of this model are based on
the IEEE 34-bus distribution system model. The SST models are considered to be identical to one another,
and their parameters are based on the GEN-II SST model. The developed methods have been shown to
be successful in maintaining the system to converge to feasible equilibria following the load perturbations.
In one of the methods where the node voltages were kept constant for power sharing following a load
change in one of the SSTs, it has been shown that the change in power only effects the input current of the
impacted SST and its immediate neighbors while the voltages and currents of other SSTs that are farther
from the impacted SST maintain constant voltage and power. Similarly, in the other method where the node
currents are held constant for a change in load for one SST, it has been shown that the voltages of the
neighboring SSTs are adjusted while maintain the current constant.
For the task of a system distributed controller development, a structure using the Lyapunov function has
been developed to stabilize a multi-SST power distribution system. Only the front-end rectifier stage of the
SSTs are considered for designing the controller. First, the dynamical model of the rectifier stage has been
updated by moving the equilibrium of the system to zero. By defining the Lyapunov function as the sum of
total energy of the passive elements of each SST system, in order to have a negative Lyapunov function
derivative, the following inequality must be satisfied:
∗
∗
∗
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(1)

∗
In the inequality above, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 , 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
, 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 , 𝑢𝑢1𝑖𝑖 and 𝑢𝑢2𝑖𝑖 represent 𝑘𝑘 𝑡𝑡ℎ state of the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ SST moved to zero, desired
𝑡𝑡ℎ
𝑡𝑡ℎ
value of the 𝑘𝑘 state of the 𝑖𝑖 SST, load of the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ SST, input d-axis and q-axis controllers of the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ SST
moved to zero, respectively. By assigning the controllers shown in (2) and (3) and some math
manipulations, it can be shown that the Lyapunov function derivative will be negative if some inequalities
based on power and current rating of the SST on 𝛼𝛼1𝑖𝑖 and 𝛼𝛼2𝑖𝑖 are satisfied. These conditions are given in
(4), (5) and (6). Moreover, using La Salle’s principle results in all of the states of the system in the z-domain
(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ) to go to zero in the steady state which subsequently means that each state will go to its desired steady
state value. This controller is being implemented in the hardware of the GEH testbed on top of nominal PI
controllers to maintain both regulation and stability.
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2.7.4.3 Impedance Based Stability Analysis and Local Controller Development for Solid State Transformer
The SMC thrust evaluated system stability among multiple grid-tied solid state transformers using the
impedance based frequency domain passivity theory [13]. In addition to the FREEDM distribution system,
the power electronic converters used for power processing and interfacing units have been penetrating into
numerous grid applications, such as in renewable energy distributed generation, flexible ac transmission
systems, microgrids, and high voltage dc (HVDC) transmission. Any power electronics based system similar
to the FREEDM system are actively controlled units that introduce highly nonlinear and time varying
dynamics, and add significant complexity to the design of local controllers especially with higher levels of
penetration. The commonly used approach for designing local controllers for such converters are based on
the so called ‘Minor Loop Gain (MLG)’ or ‘Global Minor Loop Gain (GMLG)’ to cover a range of grid
impedance values. A number of passive and active damping or virtual resistor based methods are available
in the literature for designing the local controllers, but all of these resonance damping techniques fail beyond
a critical frequency depending on the controller delay. The challenges for designing the controllers for such
power electronic based converters are two-fold: (1) Grid Impedance variation, and (2) interaction among
multiple converters. A single SST can become unstable due to grid impedance variation; also, for the same
grid impedance, interaction between multiple converters may cause instability. The controllers have been
developed to guarantee closed-loop stability and performance of the FREEDM system under various
operating conditions and load demands.
A current controlled power electronics converter and its local controller can be modelled as a current
injection source in parallel with its output admittance Y(s) which is a function of both the controller
parameters as well as the converter filter parameters. The impedance model of a three converter system
connected to the grid with the tie-line impedances and its equivalent circuit are shown in Fig. 5. The grid
impedance seen by the farthest converter from the point of common coupling is
𝑍𝑍𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑌𝑌1 , 𝑌𝑌2 , 𝑍𝑍𝑔𝑔 , 𝑍𝑍12 , 𝑍𝑍23 ) and 𝑌𝑌(𝑠𝑠) = 𝑌𝑌3 (𝑠𝑠)
where 𝑌𝑌1 (𝑠𝑠), 𝑌𝑌2 (𝑠𝑠), and 𝑌𝑌3 (𝑠𝑠) are all active and their interaction leads to extremely complex system dynamics
which may cause harmonic resonance instability. Local controllers that are not sensitive to grid impedance
variation and can prevent harmonic resonance instability due to multiple converter interaction are the most
desirable. In a FREEDM like architecture neighboring SSTs directly contribute to actively shape the
impedance that one SST sees looking into the point of common coupling.
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Fig. 5 Impedance based model of a three-SST FREEDM system.

Frequency domain passivity theory has been used to analyze the effect of output admittance 𝑌𝑌(𝑠𝑠) on
stability in case of grid impedance variation or multiple converter interaction. The stability of the equivalent

system is defined by the poles of 1 + 𝑌𝑌(𝑠𝑠)𝑍𝑍𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑠𝑠) = 0. 𝑌𝑌(𝑠𝑠) is said to be passive in the frequency range of
interest if it can be shown that it is stable and has non-negative real part in the frequency range of interest.
A negative conductance behavior at a range of frequencies signify amplification of disturbance or oscillation
at any frequency within that range. Both 𝑌𝑌(𝑠𝑠) and 𝑍𝑍𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑠𝑠) to be passive is a sufficient condition, but not a
necessary one.
A predictive current control (PCC) method using frequency domain passivity based active damping has
been developed to stabilize such interconnected power electronic converters and frequency domain
passivity theory has been used to assess system stability. This local controller for the power converter
achieves stability irrespective of grid impedance variation, and is suitable for SSTs as well as for any other
similar grid-tied converters such as PV converters in a legacy power distribution grid. The network retains
stability if all units employ the predictive controller which has been demonstrated via frequency domain
analysis and system simulation of a system with two power electronic converters, although the analysis is
scalable to multiple number of power electronic units. It is to be noted that implementation of all existing
control methods suffers from performance issues due to bandwidth limitation imposed by current and
voltage sensors, noise filter, and anti-aliasing filters which is also true for the proposed PCC method.
However, the PCC method and a modified PCC method has been shown to have superior performance
compared to of all other existing controller methods in literature. The experimental validation of the concept
has been carried out in the GEH testbed.
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